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ABSTRACT
Interoperability is a challenge for constructing Live-Virtual-Constructive (LVC) systems. This study is a step
toward LVC interoperability adhering to a gateway-based approach with a particular focus on two standard
middleware, namely, Data Distribution Service for Real-Time Systems (DDS) and High-Level Architecture
(HLA) for distributed simulation. A gateway is designed and implemented to achieve DDS-HLA interoperability. This gateway has the ability to realize two-way data transfer between DDS and HLA systems. The
gateway design is based on the idea of a configurable connector that is equipped with variability capabilities.
It can perform data-type conversions between these two systems according to the mappings specified by the
user. In a case study, the gateway is integrated into a distributed tactical environment simulation system.
Keywords: data distribution service, gateway, high-level architecture, interoperability
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INTRODUCTION

Data Distribution Service for Real-Time Systems (DDS) is a publish/subscribe based standard recommended
by Object Management Group (OMG) in 2004 for data sharing of large-scale systems. It is often used
for reliable and efficient data transmission and sharing in mission-critical systems. DDS has a variety of
application areas, including the Internet of Things, smart cities, finance, and air traffic control.
High-Level Architecture (HLA) is a distributed simulation architecture framework consisting of independent, potentially reusable components which allow a complex simulation system to be subdivided (IEEE
Standards Association 2010). HLA, which is widely used in the defense industry, has many applications in
civilian life as well, such as traffic simulation and factory product line simulation.
c
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In Live-Virtual-Constructive (LVC) systems and large-scale cyber-physical systems, interoperability of realtime systems and simulation systems is crucial (Park and Min 2012). Combining real-time systems and
simulation systems reduces production costs, particularly in the defense industry (Oh, Son, and Lee 2015).
DDS and HLA are used frequently for this purpose. Differences in their areas of usage led to the development of different solutions for the interoperability of these two middleware platforms. For example, some
systems offer a single system that works in both architectures with a single interface (Díaz, Gálvez, and
López-Rodríguez 2011), and some distributed simulation systems use DDS as a communication infrastructure for its substantial quality of service (QoS) capabilities (Hakiri, Berthou, and Gayraud 2011), (Greff
et al. 2016).
The primary motivation of this paper is supporting LVC interoperability. A gateway is developed between
DDS and HLA to use these two different architectural frameworks in the same system. The particular
need for this kind of interoperability arises from an industrial project that is a DDS-based avionic system
development platform called HAVESIS. This DDS-based system is intended to be linked with an HLAbased tactical simulation system. The proposed solution is a connector-based gateway. Connectors are
architectural elements where communication concerns are handled. Our gateway handles the data transfer
and conversion operations between DDS-based and HLA-based systems without modifying their original
structures. The gateway assumes that the HLA-based system does not use time management. Instead, it is
assumed that the simulation system uses physical time, just like the DDS-based system.
The gateway comprises three main parts: a gateway participant, a gateway federate, and a data converter.
The data converter contains a shared data area that has buffers and functions to transfer, and convert data
between DDS and HLA. This part of the gateway is designed as configurable to allow customization (Kaya
et al. 2017). In this way, only the necessary buffers and functions are added to the gateway.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: The proposed gateway approach is explained after the related
work section. Then, the integration of the gateway into the HAVESIS system is described. Different properties of the proposed gateway approach are discussed, along with some open problems before the conclusion.
2

RELATED WORK

There is a vast literature on LVC interoperability. In this section, the most relevant and recent research is
covered.
In the LVC Architecture Roadmap (LVCAR) final report (Henninger et al. 2008), architectural boundaries
of interoperability are described, and recommendations are provided. Then, Coolahan and Allen present
results they obtain after implementing recommendations of LVCAR (Coolahan and Allen 2012). They
present significant findings of the development of multi-architecture simulation systems.
Hodson and Hill state that the desire to reuse causes the need for interoperability (Hodson and Hill 2014):
developing simulation systems from scratch is costly, especially if they are complex. They also define the
bridge and gateway terms for interoperability as follows: While bridges are developed to provide interoperability for different versions of the same architecture, gateways are utilized for connecting different
architectures.
Existing DDS-HLA interoperability approaches are reviewed and categorized in (Kaya et al. 2017). There
are three main categories in the literature: the fusion model, the transport layer replacement model, and the
gateway model.
In the fusion model, it is aimed to have an isolated application from both DDS and HLA by adding an extra
layer on them. An example of this approach is NCWare (Lopez-Rodriguez, Martin, and Jimenez 2011),
which is a software abstraction layer that provides interoperability for HLA and DDS by combining their
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standards. As a real-time networking middleware, it unifies HLA and DDS standards through a single API
(Application Programming Interface).
The transport layer replacement model employs DDS in the transport layer and uses HLA in an upper
layer (Greff et al. 2016), (Park and Min 2013a). In this model, DDS is used as the wire protocol of an
HLA-based system, which allows exploiting the broad range of QoS capabilities of DDS while preserving
HLA’s inter-simulation high-level architectural properties. The resulting interface is HLA-compliant, and
DDS acts as communication infrastructure. In this aspect, this model can be interpreted as a solution to
increase the capabilities of inter-simulation middleware and a spectrum extension rather than strictly an
interoperability solution. Another example of a transport layer replacement model is the HLA-DDS wrapper
approach proposed in (Park and Min 2013a). In this method, the transport layer of an HLA-based distributed
simulation system is replaced with DDS and APIs of HLA and DDS are combined. Because the HLA-DDS
wrapper is compatible with the HLA standard interface, the proposed solution supports network-controlled
distributed simulation systems and allows preserving of existing HLA-based distributed simulation system.
Different from the fusion and transport layer replacement approaches, the gateway model allows the resulting system to exhibit the characteristics of both DDS and HLA. In such an approach, the resultant application
should transfer the functionality directed from DDS to HLA as an HLA compliant federate, and from HLA
to DDS as a DDS compliant participant. In (Oh, Son, and Lee 2015), DDS-HLA interoperability is achieved
by an ontology-supported gateway solution. The proposed approach can be used to provide interoperability for different systems based on DDS, HLA, and DIS. In another study, HLA-DDS bridging component
(another term for gateway) is proposed to use DDS-based physical systems on HLA-based distributed simulations (Park and Min 2013b). The bridging component is located between a DDS participant, and the
HLA federates of the system and provides two-way communication. The component behaves as a federate
for the HLA-based system, and as a participant for the DDS-based system. The component is composed of
three parts; an inner HLA federate, a data mapping object, and an inner DDS participant. Inner federate and
participant receive data from their respective domain and send it through the data mapping part.
The proposed gateway approach possesses a similar architectural design as the HLA-DDS bridging component approach. Although the bridging component and the proposed gateway solution both aim at DDS-HLA
interoperability, their application areas are different. Moreover, the proposed gateway is configurable for
customization purposes.
The variable connector paradigm (Kaya et al. 2017) informs the gateway design in terms of configurability. Communication concerns are implemented in configurable connectors. Configurability allows users to
choose a particular connector for communication needs. A connector can be configured by modifying its
internal structure. In this paper, configurability is incorporated in the gateway for the designer to select the
required functions and buffers that are necessary for data conversion.
3

DDS-HLA GATEWAY

In this section, the gateway is explained in detail. Design decisions for the gateway implementation and the
configuration ability of the gateway are discussed.
3.1 Design Decisions for the Gateway
The DDS-HLA Gateway design adopts a gateway approach inspired by architectural connectors to provide
DDS-HLA interoperability. The aim is to establish a two-way connection between the distributed applications running on two different middleware. The application concept corresponds to the federation on the
HLA side and the domain application on the DDS side. The simulation components that are members of the
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federation are known as federates, and the members of the domain application are known as participants. It
is assumed that the federation is running in real time, the same as the domain application. Thus, the time
management services offered by the RTI are not used.

Federate 1

Federate 2
Federation

HLA/RTI

Gateway
Federate
Data Converter

Gateway Component

Gateway
Participant

DDS
Domain
Participant 1

Participant 2

Figure 1: Overall structure of the DDS-HLA gateway.
Conceptually, the gateway is composed of three parts: Gateway Federate, Data Converter, and Gateway
Participant. Figure 1 shows the general design of the gateway. These three abstract parts are implemented
in a multi-threaded manner. In the present implementation, OpenSplice is used as a DDS middleware
software; Portico (Portico 2019) or OpenRTI (OpenRTI 2019) is preferred as an HLA/RTI middleware
implementation. The multithreaded design is realized using related Qt (Qt 2019) libraries. The development
language for Gateway Component is C++. Implementation details are provided in the following paragraphs.
Gateway Component appears as a federate to the HLA/RTI side and as a participant to the DDS side. Therefore, Gateway must involve both a DDS participant and an HLA federate. The gateway participant communicates with the DDS domain, and the gateway federate communicates with the HLA federation. In the data
converter, the shared data area contains the buffers in which the data is recorded, and the functions used to
perform the type of conversions required for the communication between the two systems.
Two-way traffic that may occur during data transmission is taken into account. Messages from the DDS
domain and the HLA federation may not be in a certain number and order. Therefore, the gateway should
be listening continuously both sides and transmit data in both directions. For this purpose, the gateway is
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Figure 2: Detailed design of the DDS-HLA gateway.
designed as multithreaded. The multithreaded design consists of four threads: two of them for Gateway
Participant (Inner DDS Participant-Incoming and Inner DDS Participant-Outgoing) and two of them for
Gateway Federate (Inner HLA Federate-Incoming and Inner HLA Federate-Outgoing) as shown in Figure
2. When performing the design, a bi-directional buffer mechanism is applied to prevent congestion. This
mechanism applies to all primitive types of data transmitted between the DDS participant and the HLA
federate. With the use of two buffers, there is no waiting to write to the buffers while transmitting data at
the same time. The transmission is carried out via the data transmission functions in the shared data area.
The transmission functions analyze the type of incoming data from the source and then prepare the data to
transmit to the target system.
Gateway Component can be executed on any computer system on the local area network. Furthermore, it is
possible to configure and deploy multiple gateway components for a single LVC application. This allows for
balanced distribution of gateway functionality. In this case, the topics on the domain are segregated among
the gateway components. Thus, efficient use of resources on the network through distribution is provided
and the generated network traffic is minimized. In terms of efficiency, Gateway Component is located close
to the publishers and/or subscribers (if possible on the same computer) of the related topics.
3.2 Configuration Ability
In data communication between DDS and HLA, it may be desirable to transmit data to the destination in a
data type other than the source data type. Therefore, Gateway Component is equipped with configurability
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that takes place in accordance with the data type mappings defined by the user (or target system). According
to this configuration determined at compile time, the source code of the gateway is generated.
Gateway Component has a skeleton code structure. The pieces of code that carry out data transformation are
automatically generated and added to this fixed structure according to the user-defined mappings. Therefore,
the gateway component is composed of a graphical user interface and a code generator. The graphical user
interface has been developed to facilitate for the user to define data type mappings. The code generator
generates code fragments that will perform the data transformation and inject them into the skeleton code.
Data Converter is responsible for performing data-type conversions between HLA federate and DDS participant. Here, data-type conversions related to HLA object instances and DDS topics are performed during the
data flow in both directions. In order to perform this, we implement a data conversion library for Data Converter, which consists of data conversion functions. The conversion functions are used only when the data to
be transmitted requested in a different data type. Conversion functions take the source and destination data
types as parameters and perform the required conversion.
For the gateway to be compatible with DDS, it must be included in the DDS topic space as a DDS participant. It is not possible to know or anticipate topics in advance in the case of a potential data transformation
scenario, as the scenario-specific topics may need to be published/listened. Therefore, scenario-specific topics need to be defined, and for that purpose, Interface Description Language (IDL) is used. Then, Gateway
Participant needs to be created by compiling the IDL source. The user defines HLA data model definitions,
data types in the IDL file, and rules regarding how to convert data in the configuration files. Gateway Participant (and other subcomponents that need to compile together) are created by compiling along with the
topics that contain data types. Data Converter is then ready to use.
Data Converter initiated by the user (or target system) triggers Gateway Participant to join the DDS. Gateway Participant calls publishing and subscribing routines for topics related to the data sets defined at the
compilation stage. Upon completion of this initialization, a similar process is initiated by Data Converter
for the Gateway Federate on the HLA side. If not yet created, the federation is created, then Gateway
Federate participates in this federation.
After the gateway initiated, it performs two-way data conversion (from DDS to HLA and HLA to DDS)
during the execution. A data update that reaches Gateway Participant with the callback mechanism is forwarded to Data Converter by Gateway Participant. Data Converter executes transformation routines so that
the topic data can be interpreted by the Gateway Federate. Gateway Federate then publishes the converted
data on HLA/RTI. Similarly, a data update that arrives at the Gateway Federate is passed to Data Converter,
converted, and passed to the Gateway Participant to be published to the DDS-based system.
4

CASE STUDY: DISTRIBUTED TACTICAL ENVIRONMENT SIMULATION

DDS-HLA Gateway is developed within the scope of HAVESIS that contains four main components: Aircraft Emulator/ Simulator Subsystem, Tactical Environment Simulation Subsystem, Middleware Subsystem,
and External Load Subsystem. The overall architecture of HAVESIS is presented in (Çilden et al. 2018).
The data transmission between the subsystems of HAVESIS is performed by the Middleware Subsystem,
which is DDS-based. DDS-HLA Gateway is a part of the Middleware Subsystem.
Middleware Subsystem provides a mechanism in which communication among HAVESIS components is
realized in the publish/subscribe manner meeting certain quality requirements. In this context, it provides a
DDS-based middleware service that enables virtual and real systems to be run together to facilitate platform
integration of avionics systems. This subsystem is also responsible for the management of the middleware
QoS. It also hosts the gateway between DDS and HLA. Configuration management in this subsystem uses
the file management mechanism of the operating system on which the subsystem is running. The con-
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Figure 3: TES Dataflow through DDS-HLA gateway.
figuration files (“.fed” or “.idl”) are updated by the user to read/write data in the format required by the
configuration technology (HLA, DDS, etc.) via an editor.
Middleware Subsystem consists of two subcomponents: (1) Data Distribution Component and (2) DDSHLA Gateway Component. Data Distribution Component includes OMG 1.4 (OMG 2019) compatible
DDS interface configuration and their functions. This component is provided as a commercial off-the-shelf
product. However, for concept verification purposes, OpenSplice Community 6.7 (ADLINK 2019) is used
as a distributed open source software. Thanks to DDS, regardless of the communication media and the
connection protocol, the parties conduct communication by means of certain rules defined in the context of
a publish/subscribe mechanism.
As a proof of concept for the proposed gateway, a Tactical Environment Simulation (TES) software, which
has been developed as an in-house project for HAVESIS, is utilized. TES, as a Subsystem of HAVESIS,
is a flexible, deterministic, and monolithic discrete-event constructive simulation software. TES supports
running in a distributed environment by executing the instances of the same core initialized to handle different portions of a simulation scenario. Moreover, the distribution infrastructure can be altered via TES build
settings to operate either on DDS or HLA.
TES software has two configurations for this case study. First one is the DDS compliant TES subsystem
that uses OpenSplice 6.7 library. The second one is the HLA compliant TES subsystem that uses Portico
2.1.0 (Portico 2019) library. Both configurations are built to exchange winged aircraft objects with id, name,
state vector (position, velocity, roll, pitch, and heading) and other properties. Additionally, HLA compliant
TES utilizes two interactions (ServerStateInteraction and AdminInteraction) for scenario management (start,
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Table 1: Gateway delays introduced during data flow for the case study.
Flow direction
DDS → HLA

HLA → DDS

From
TES HLA Publisher
Gateway HLA Subscriber
Gateway DDS Publisher
TES DDS Publisher
Gateway DDS Subscriber
Gateway HLA Publisher

To
Gateway HLA Subscriber
Gateway DDS Publisher
TES DDS Subscriber
Gateway DDS Subscriber
Gateway HLA Publisher
TES HLA Subscriber

Delay (µsec)
16195
82251
5546
7209
8006
9549

Total (µsec)
103992

24764

pause, stop, etc.) operations, which are defined in its “.fed” file. These HLA interactions and winged aircraft
are defined as topics in “.idl” file for DDS. Since Gateway Component has a fixed skeleton code structure,
the code is generated for this configuration, and an executable for this scenario is created. Relationship
between the gateway and TES software is given in Figure 3.
TES runs either in master or slave mode. In the master mode, it reads the scenario file and controls other
TES software. In the slave mode, it accepts commands from the master to run the scenario. A test scenario
involving two aircraft, one controlled by the TES HLA Federation and the other by the TES DDS Domain,
is created and executed. In this scenario, TES Federation in master mode and TES Domain in slave mode
are executed first. They create an HLA federation and a DDS domain. Then, Gateway Component is
executed and its Gateway Federate and Gateway Participant join the pre-created federation and DDS domain,
respectively. Afterward, the TES Federation starts the scenario and both TES instances creates an aircraft
entity and starts exchanging aircraft state updates over Gateway Component. TES Federation publishes its
aircraft object’s object attribute updates to Gateway Federate. Gateway Federate then captures the update
through its subscription and passes it to Data Converter. Data Converter converts the HLA message to
DDS topic and passes it to Gateway’s DDS Participant. Finally, TES Domain receives the message sent by
Gateway. TES Domain sends its aircraft’s updates in similar manner but in reverse order. Data flows in this
scenario are depicted in Figure 3 by arrows.
Gateway performance is presented in Table 1 in terms of delays introduced throughout a sample run of the
c
defined scenario. Experimentation was carried out on a computer with Intel⃝
Core i7-6700 CPU and 8
GB of RAM, and both TES instances and the Gateway were executed on the same computer. The results
are averaged over the delay measurements of more than 3000 messages throughout the scenario execution,
which simulates the flight of two aircrafts (one per TES instance) for 15 simulated seconds. This results
are intended to give a rough idea of scale, and are prone to change with scenario variations and network
configuration.
5

DISCUSSION

Data type conversion is an additional task of the gateway, along with providing communication between the
HLA-based and DDS-based systems. The gateway is configured at the development time using a special
tool to inject necessary buffers and conversion functions into it. This requires to know the data types used
in that system before the configuration. Basic data types of a DDS system is available in the IDL file. In the
proposed gateway approach, HLA FOM files are assumed to include basic data types just like in the IDL file
of the DDS. It is worth noting that, most of the delay reported in Table 1 stem from parsing and conversion
effort.
The current version of the gateway provides configuration ability only for basic data type conversion. Configuration options for DDS QoS, DDS topic, and HLA FOM will be tackled in future studies.
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In the current implementation, we chose to deploy only one gateway between the DDS and HLA sides. To
increase the efficiency of communication, different gateways can be used considering various topics and
Simulation Object Models (SOMs) to be combined later into a composite gateway. A pressing challenge in
deploying the gateway is to tune its performance to cope with real-time requirements.
6

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a configurable gateway is introduced for DDS-HLA interoperability. The increasing importance of LVC interoperability to reduce operation costs, especially in the defense industry, makes this kind
of solutions essential. A connector-based solution is implemented as a gateway between the DDS and HLA
sides, and it is successfully integrated into the HAVESIS project. The proposed gateway approach is different from the other similar gateway approaches in the literature with respect to its configurability. The
gateway can be configured to support various data type conversions for both sides of the communication:
from DDS to HLA and vice-versa.
Extending configurability of the gateway, including more features, such as Topic and QoS configuration
is planned as future work. Moreover, the required QoS parameters for LVC interoperability will be investigated. HLA provides limited QoS properties compared to DDS. The effects of this shortcoming on the
interoperability with DDS will be examined and how much of this problem can be solved via the gateway
approach should be examined.
7
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